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Adam Bede
For over a decade, Andrew "bunnie" Huang, one of
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the world's most esteemed hackers, has shaped the
fields of hacking and hardware, from his cult-classic
book Hacking the Xbox to the open-source laptop
Novena and his mentorship of various hardware
startups and developers. In The Hardware Hacker,
Huang shares his experiences in manufacturing and
open hardware, creating an illuminating and
compelling career retrospective. Huang’s journey
starts with his first visit to the staggering electronics
markets in Shenzhen, with booths overflowing with
capacitors, memory chips, voltmeters, and possibility.
He shares how he navigated the overwhelming world
of Chinese factories to bring chumby, Novena, and
Chibitronics to life, covering everything from creating
a Bill of Materials to choosing the factory to best fit
his needs. Through this collection of personal essays
and interviews on topics ranging from the legality of
reverse engineering to a comparison of intellectual
property practices between China and the United
States, bunnie weaves engineering, law, and society
into the tapestry of open hardware. With highly
detailed passages on the ins and outs of
manufacturing and a comprehensive take on the
issues associated with open source hardware, The
Hardware Hacker is an invaluable resource for
aspiring hackers and makers.

Coding iPhone Apps for Kids
Ten Strategies of a World-Class Cyber Security
Operations Center conveys MITRE's accumulated
expertise on enterprise-grade computer network
defense. It covers ten key qualities of leading Cyber
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Security Operations Centers (CSOCs), ranging from
their structure and organization, to processes that
best enable smooth operations, to approaches that
extract maximum value from key CSOC technology
investments. This book offers perspective and context
for key decision points in structuring a CSOC, such as
what capabilities to offer, how to architect large-scale
data collection and analysis, and how to prepare the
CSOC team for agile, threat-based response. If you
manage, work in, or are standing up a CSOC, this
book is for you. It is also available on MITRE's website,
www.mitre.org.

PHP in a Nutshell
In Adam Bede, George Eliot (pen name for Mary Ann
Evans) took the well-worn tale of a lovely dairy-maid
seduced by a careless squire, and out if it created a
wonderfully innovative and sympathetic portrait of
the lives of ordinary Midlands working people--their
labors and loves, their beliefs, their talk.

Programming iOS 13
The decline of religion and ever increasing influence
of science pose acute ethical issues for us all. Can we
reject the literal truth of the Gospels yet still retain a
Christian morality? Can we defend any 'moral values'
against the constant encroachments of technology?
Indeed, are we in danger of losing most of the
qualities which make us truly human? Here, drawing
on a novelist's insight into art, literature and
abnormal psychology, Iris Murdoch conducts an
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ongoing debate with major writers, thinkers and
theologians—from Augustine to Wittgenstein,
Shakespeare to Sartre, Plato to Derrida—to provide
fresh and compelling answers to these crucial
questions.

Learning Core Audio
Professor Litman's work stands out as wellresearched, doctrinally solid, and always piercingly
well-written.-JANE GINSBURG, Morton L. Janklow
Professor of Literary and Artistic Property, Columbia
UniversityLitman's work is distinctive in several
respects: in her informed historical perspective on
copyright law and its legislative policy; her
remarkable ability to translate complicated copyright
concepts and their implications into plain English; her
willingness to study, understand, and take seriously
what ordinary people think copyright law means; and
her creativity in formulating alternatives to the
copyright quagmire. -PAMELA SAMUELSON, Professor
of Law and Information Management; Director of the
Berkeley Center for Law & Technology, University of
California, BerkeleyIn 1998, copyright lobbyists
succeeded in persuading Congress to enact laws
greatly expanding copyright owners' control over
individuals' private uses of their works. The efforts to
enforce these new rights have resulted in highly
publicized legal battles between established media
and new upstarts.In this enlightening and well-argued
book, law professor Jessica Litman questions whether
copyright laws crafted by lawyers and their lobbyists
really make sense for the vast majority of us. Should
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every interaction between ordinary consumers and
copyright-protected works be restricted by law? Is it
practical to enforce such laws, or expect consumers
to obey them? What are the effects of such laws on
the exchange of information in a free society?Litman's
critique exposes the 1998 copyright law as an
incoherent patchwork. She argues for reforms that
reflect common sense and the way people actually
behave in their daily digital interactions.This
paperback edition includes an afterword that
comments on recent developments, such as the end
of the Napster story, the rise of peer-to-peer file
sharing, the escalation of a full-fledged copyright war,
the filing of lawsuits against thousands of individuals,
and the June 2005 Supreme Court decision in the
Grokster case.Jessica Litman (Ann Arbor, MI) is
professor of law at Wayne State University and a
widely recognized expert on copyright law.

The Burgess Bird Book for Children
"I hold this book to be the most important expression
which the present age has found; it is a book to which
we are all indebted, and from which none of us can
escape." T.S. Eliot Ulysses depicts a day in Leopold
Bloom’s life, broken into episodes analogous to
Homer’s Odyssey and related in rich, varied styles.
Joyce’s novel is celebrated for its depth of learning,
earthy humor, literary allusions and piercing insight
into the human heart. First published in Paris in 1922
Ulysses was not published in the United States until
1934. Immediately recognized as an extraordinary
work that both echoed the history of English literature
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and took it in new, unheralded directions, Joyce’s
book was controversial. Its widespread release was
initially slowed by censors nitpicking a few passages.
The novel is challenging, in that it is an uncommon
reader who will perceive all that Joyce has put into his
pages upon first reading, but it is uniquely rewarding
for anyone willing to follow where the author leads.
Far more than a learned exercise in literary skill,
Ulysses displays a sense of humor that ranges from
delicate to roguish as well as sequences of striking
beauty and emotion. Chief among the latter must be
the novel’s climactic stream of consciousness step
into the mind of the protagonist’s wife, Molly Bloom,
whose open-hearted acceptance of life and love is
among the most memorable and moving passages in
English literature. With an eye-catching new cover,
and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of
Ulysses is both modern and readable.

Comfort Found in Good Old Books
Prize-winning biographer Leo Damrosch tells the story
of “the Club,” a group of extraordinary writers, artists,
and thinkers who gathered weekly at a London tavern
In 1763, the painter Joshua Reynolds proposed to his
friend Samuel Johnson that they invite a few friends to
join them every Friday at the Turk’s Head Tavern in
London to dine, drink, and talk until midnight.
Eventually the group came to include among its
members Edmund Burke, Adam Smith, Edward
Gibbon, and James Boswell. It was known simply as
“the Club.” In this captivating book, Leo Damrosch
brings alive a brilliant, competitive, and eccentric cast
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of characters. With the friendship of the “odd couple”
Samuel Johnson and James Boswell at the heart of his
narrative, Damrosch conjures up the precarious,
exciting, and often brutal world of late eighteenthcentury Britain. This is the story of an extraordinary
group of people whose ideas helped to shape their
age, and our own.

IOS Apprentice (Eighth Edition):
Beginning IOS Development with Swift
and UIKit
Surveys the online social habits of American teens
and analyzes the role technology and social media
plays in their lives, examining common
misconceptions about such topics as identity, privacy,
danger, and bullying.

The Mobile Application Hacker's
Handbook
Penetration testers simulate cyber attacks to find
security weaknesses in networks, operating systems,
and applications. Information security experts
worldwide use penetration techniques to evaluate
enterprise defenses. In Penetration Testing, security
expert, researcher, and trainer Georgia Weidman
introduces you to the core skills and techniques that
every pentester needs. Using a virtual machine–based
lab that includes Kali Linux and vulnerable operating
systems, you’ll run through a series of practical
lessons with tools like Wireshark, Nmap, and Burp
Suite. As you follow along with the labs and launch
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attacks, you’ll experience the key stages of an actual
assessment—including information gathering, finding
exploitable vulnerabilities, gaining access to systems,
post exploitation, and more. Learn how to: * Crack
passwords and wireless network keys with bruteforcing and wordlists * Test web applications for
vulnerabilities * Use the Metasploit Framework to
launch exploits and write your own Metasploit
modules * Automate social-engineering attacks *
Bypass antivirus software * Turn access to one
machine into total control of the enterprise in the post
exploitation phase You’ll even explore writing your
own exploits. Then it’s on to mobile
hacking—Weidman’s particular area of research—with
her tool, the Smartphone Pentest Framework. With its
collection of hands-on lessons that cover key tools
and strategies, Penetration Testing is the introduction
that every aspiring hacker needs.

Combine: Asynchronous Programming
with Swift (First Edition)
In his first book since the bestselling Fermat's Enigma,
Simon Singh offers the first sweeping history of
encryption, tracing its evolution and revealing the
dramatic effects codes have had on wars, nations,
and individual lives. From Mary, Queen of Scots,
trapped by her own code, to the Navajo Code Talkers
who helped the Allies win World War II, to the
incredible (and incredibly simple) logisitical
breakthrough that made Internet commerce secure,
The Code Book tells the story of the most powerful
intellectual weapon ever known: secrecy. Throughout
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the text are clear technical and mathematical
explanations, and portraits of the remarkable
personalities who wrote and broke the world's most
difficult codes. Accessible, compelling, and
remarkably far-reaching, this book will forever alter
your view of history and what drives it. It will also
make you wonder how private that e-mail you just
sent really is.

Underground
If you’re an app developer with a solid foundation in
Objective-C, this book is an absolute must—chances
are very high that your company’s iOS applications
are vulnerable to attack. That’s because malicious
attackers now use an arsenal of tools to reverseengineer, trace, and manipulate applications in ways
that most programmers aren’t aware of. This guide
illustrates several types of iOS attacks, as well as the
tools and techniques that hackers use. You’ll learn
best practices to help protect your applications, and
discover how important it is to understand and
strategize like your adversary. Examine subtle
vulnerabilities in real-world applications—and avoid
the same problems in your apps Learn how attackers
infect apps with malware through code injection
Discover how attackers defeat iOS keychain and dataprotection encryption Use a debugger and custom
code injection to manipulate the runtime Objective-C
environment Prevent attackers from hijacking SSL
sessions and stealing traffic Securely delete files and
design your apps to prevent forensic data leakage
Avoid debugging abuse, validate the integrity of runPage 9/34
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time classes, and make your code harder to trace

Bayesian Methods for Hackers
Audio can affect the human brain in the most
powerful and profound ways. Using Apple’s Core
Audio, you can leverage all that power in your own
Mac and iOS software, implementing features ranging
from audio capture to real-time effects, MP3 playback
to virtual instruments, web radio to VoIP support. The
most sophisticated audio programming system ever
created, Core Audio is not simple. In Learning Core
Audio , top Mac programming author Chris Adamson
and legendary Core Audio expert Kevin Avila fully
explain this challenging framework, enabling
experienced Mac or iOS programmers to make the
most of it. In plain language, Adamson and Avila
explain what Core Audio can do, how it works, and
how it builds on the natural phenomena of sound and
the human language of audio. Next, using crystalclear code examples, they guide you through
recording, playback, format conversion, Audio Units,
3D audio MIDI connectivity, and overcoming unique
challenges of Core Audio programming for iOS.
Coverage includes: mastering Core Audio’s surprising
style and conventions; recording and playback with
Audio Queue; synthesizing audio; perform effects on
audio streams; capturing from the mic; mixing
multiple streams; managing file streams; converting
formats; creating 3D positional audio; using Core MIDI
on the Mac; leveraging your Cocoa and Objective-C
expertise in Core Audio’s C-based environment, and
much more. When you’ve mastered the “black arts”
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of Core Audio, you can do some serious magic. This
book will transform you from an acolyte into a true
Core Audio wizard.

Hacking and Securing iOS Applications
Learn to write apps for some of today's hottest
technologies, including the iPhone and iPad (using
iOS), as well as the Mac (using OS X). It starts with
Objective-C, the base language on which the native
iOS software development kit (SDK) and the OS X are
based. Learn Objective-C on the Mac: For OS X and
iOS, Second Edition updates a best selling book and is
an extensive, newly updated guide to Objective-C.
Objective-C is a powerful, object-oriented extension of
C, making this update the perfect follow-up to Dave
Mark’s bestselling Learn C on the Mac. Whether
you’re an experienced C programmer or you’re
coming from a different language such as C++ or
Java, leading Mac experts Scott Knaster and Waqar
Malik show how to harness the power of Objective-C
in your apps! A complete course on the basics of
Objective-C using Apple’s newest Xcode tools An
introduction to object-oriented programming
Comprehensive coverage of new topics like blocks,
GCD, ARC, class extensions, as well as inheritance,
composition, object initialization, categories,
protocols, memory management, and organizing
source files An introduction to building user interfaces
using what is called the UIKit A primer for non-C
programmers to get off the ground even faster

Agile Machine Learning
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Master Bayesian Inference through Practical Examples
and Computation–Without Advanced Mathematical
Analysis Bayesian methods of inference are deeply
natural and extremely powerful. However, most
discussions of Bayesian inference rely on intensely
complex mathematical analyses and artificial
examples, making it inaccessible to anyone without a
strong mathematical background. Now, though,
Cameron Davidson-Pilon introduces Bayesian
inference from a computational perspective, bridging
theory to practice–freeing you to get results using
computing power. Bayesian Methods for Hackers
illuminates Bayesian inference through probabilistic
programming with the powerful PyMC language and
the closely related Python tools NumPy, SciPy, and
Matplotlib. Using this approach, you can reach
effective solutions in small increments, without
extensive mathematical intervention. Davidson-Pilon
begins by introducing the concepts underlying
Bayesian inference, comparing it with other
techniques and guiding you through building and
training your first Bayesian model. Next, he
introduces PyMC through a series of detailed
examples and intuitive explanations that have been
refined after extensive user feedback. You’ll learn
how to use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm,
choose appropriate sample sizes and priors, work with
loss functions, and apply Bayesian inference in
domains ranging from finance to marketing. Once
you’ve mastered these techniques, you’ll constantly
turn to this guide for the working PyMC code you need
to jumpstart future projects. Coverage includes •
Learning the Bayesian “state of mind” and its
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practical implications • Understanding how computers
perform Bayesian inference • Using the PyMC Python
library to program Bayesian analyses • Building and
debugging models with PyMC • Testing your model’s
“goodness of fit” • Opening the “black box” of the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to see how and
why it works • Leveraging the power of the “Law of
Large Numbers” • Mastering key concepts, such as
clustering, convergence, autocorrelation, and thinning
• Using loss functions to measure an estimate’s
weaknesses based on your goals and desired
outcomes • Selecting appropriate priors and
understanding how their influence changes with
dataset size • Overcoming the “exploration versus
exploitation” dilemma: deciding when “pretty good” is
good enough • Using Bayesian inference to improve
A/B testing • Solving data science problems when
only small amounts of data are available Cameron
Davidson-Pilon has worked in many areas of applied
mathematics, from the evolutionary dynamics of
genes and diseases to stochastic modeling of financial
prices. His contributions to the open source
community include lifelines, an implementation of
survival analysis in Python. Educated at the University
of Waterloo and at the Independent University of
Moscow, he currently works with the online commerce
leader Shopify.

The Club
Apple’s Swift is a powerful, beginner-friendly
programming language that anyone can use to make
cool apps for the iPhone or iPad. In Coding iPhone
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Apps for Kids, you’ll learn how to use Swift to write
programs, even if you’ve never programmed before.
You’ll work in the Xcode playground, an interactive
environment where you can play with your code and
see the results of your work immediately! You’ll learn
the fundamentals of programming too, like how to
store data in arrays, use conditional statements to
make decisions, and create functions to organize your
code—all with the help of clear and patient
explanations. Once you master the basics, you’ll build
a birthday tracker app so that you won’t forget
anyone’s birthday and a platform game called
Schoolhouse Skateboarder with animation, jumps,
and more! As you begin your programming
adventure, you’ll learn how to: –Build programs to
save you time, like one that invites all of your friends
to a party with just the click of a button! –Program a
number-guessing game with loops to make the
computer keep guessing until it gets the right answer
–Make a real, playable game with graphics and sound
effects using SpriteKit –Challenge players by speeding
up your game and adding a high-score systemWhy
should serious adults have all the fun? Coding iPhone
Apps for Kids is your ticket to the exciting world of
computer programming. Covers Swift 3.x and Xcode
8.x. Requires OS X 10.11 or higher.

Ethics for the Information Age, Global
Edition
Promotes reading good books.

Producing Open Source Software
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A Newbery Medal Winner For over thirty-five years,
Ellen Raskin's Newbery Medal-winning The Westing
Game has been an enduring favorite. This highly
inventive mystery involves sixteen people who are
invited to the reading of Samuel W. Westing's will.
They could become millionaires-it all depends on how
they play the tricky and dangerous Westing game, a
game involving blizzards, burglaries, and bombings
Ellen Raskin has created a remarkable cast of
characters in a puzzle-knotted, word-twisting plot
filled with humor, intrigue, and suspense. Winner of
the Newbery Medal Winner of the Boston Globe/Horn
Book Award An ALA Notable Book A School Library
Journal One Hundred Books That Shaped the Century
"A supersharp mysteryconfoundingly clever, and very
funny." --Booklist, starred review "Great fun for those
who enjoy illusion, word play, or sleight of hand."
--The New York Times Book Review "A fascinating
medley of word games, disguises, multiple aliases,
and subterfuges--a demanding but rewarding book."
--The Horn Book

Ours to Hack and to Own
Here is the ultimate book on the worldwide movement
of hackers, pranksters, and activists that operates
under the non-name Anonymous, by the writer the
Huffington Post says “knows all of Anonymous’
deepest, darkest secrets.” Half a dozen years ago,
anthropologist Gabriella Coleman set out to study the
rise of this global phenomenon just as some of its
members were turning to political protest and
dangerous disruption (before Anonymous shot to
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fame as a key player in the battles over WikiLeaks,
the Arab Spring, and Occupy Wall Street). She ended
up becoming so closely connected to Anonymous that
the tricky story of her inside–outside status as Anon
confidante, interpreter, and erstwhile mouthpiece
forms one of the themes of this witty and entirely
engrossing book. The narrative brims with details
unearthed from within a notoriously mysterious
subculture, whose semi-legendary tricksters—such as
Topiary, tflow, Anachaos, and Sabu—emerge as
complex, diverse, politically and culturally
sophisticated people. Propelled by years of chats and
encounters with a multitude of hackers, including
imprisoned activist Jeremy Hammond and the double
agent who helped put him away, Hector Monsegur,
Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy is filled with
insights into the meaning of digital activism and little
understood facets of culture in the Internet age,
including the history of “trolling,” the ethics and
metaphysics of hacking, and the origins and manifold
meanings of “the lulz.”

Hacking the Xbox
To be an NSHipster is to care deeply about the craft of
writing code. In cultivating a deep understanding and
appreciation of Objective-C, its frameworks and
ecosystem, one is able to create apps that delight and
inspire users. Combining articles from NSHipster.com
with new essays, this book is the essential guide for
modern iOS and Mac OS X developers.

Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy
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A book designed to interest children and give them
facts and knowledge about the lives of birds.

Test-Driven iOS Development
Provides step-by-step instructions on basic hacking
techniques and reverse engineering skills along with
information on Xbox security, hardware, and software.

The Mueller Report: Report on the
Investigation into Russian Interference
in the 2016 Presidential Election
The wait for The Mueller Report is over. This strikingly
designed edition has been prepared by expert
typographers – allowing for an optimised, immersive
reading experience. "From the moment [the report]
was published, two separate news universes took
shape. In one, the special counsel's report was
presented as a smoking-gun chronicle of high crimes
and misdemeanours. In the other, it was heralded as
a credibility-shredding blow to the president's
opponents."—The Atlantic Make up your own mind.
The Mueller Report is a must read political
blockbuster.

NSHipster
Dive into Combine! Writing asynchronous code can be
challenging, with a variety of possible interfaces to
represent, perform, and consume asynchronous work
- delegates, notification center, KVO, closures, etc.
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Juggling all of these different mechanisms can be
somewhat overwhelming. Does it have to be this
hard? Not anymore! In this book, you'll learn about
Combine - Apple's framework to work with
asynchronous events in a unified and reactive way
that ensures your app is always up to date based on
the latest state of its data. Who This Book Is For This
book is for intermediate iOS developers who already
know the basics of iOS and Swift development but are
interested in learning declarative/reactive
programming and take their app and state
management to the next level. You'll also find this
book interesting if you're interested in SwiftUI - as
many of the reactive capabilities keeping your SwiftUI
views up-to-date are built on top of Combine. Topics
Covered in Combine: Asynchronous Programming
with Swift What & Why: Learn what is Combine and
reactive programming and the problems they solve,
and how you can unify all of your asynchronous piece
of work. Operators: Learn how to compose, transform,
filter and otherwise manipulate different pieces of
asynchronous work using operators. In Practice: You'll
gain knowledge on various topics and techniques
you'll leverage when writing your own real-life apps,
as well as practice these techniques with actual handson apps and projects. SwiftUI: You'll learn about how
Combine is deeply rooted within SwiftUI and provides
it with the ability to reactively update its views based
on the state of your app. Advanced Combine: Once
you've got a handle on the basics, you'll dive into
advanced Combine topics such as Error Handling,
Schedulers, and Custom Publishers. By the end of this
book, you'll be a pro in building full-fledged
applications using Combine's various abilities.
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Cloud Services, Networking, and
Management
The emergence of digital humanities has been
heralded for its commitment to openness, access, and
the democratizing of knowledge, but it raises a
number of questions about omissions with respect to
race, gender, sexuality, disability, and nation.
Postcolonial digital humanities is one approach to
uncovering and remedying inequalities in digital
knowledge production, which is implicated in an
information-age politics of knowledge. New Digital
Worlds traces the formation of postcolonial studies
and digital humanities as fields, identifying how they
can intervene in knowledge production in the digital
age. Roopika Risam examines the role of colonial
violence in the development of digital archives and
the possibilities of postcolonial digital archives for
resisting this violence. Offering a reading of the
colonialist dimensions of global organizations for
digital humanities research, she explores efforts to
decenter these institutions by emphasizing the local
practices that subtend global formations and
pedagogical approaches that support this
decentering. Last, Risam attends to human futures in
new digital worlds, evaluating both how algorithms
and natural language processing software used in
digital humanities projects produce universalist
notions of the "human" and also how to resist this
phenomenon.

The Infinite Machine
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Discover all the security risks and exploits that can
threateniOS-based mobile devices iOS is Apple's
mobile operating system for the iPhone and iPad.With
the introduction of iOS5, many security issues have
come tolight. This book explains and discusses them
all. The award-winningauthor team, experts in Mac
and iOS security, examines thevulnerabilities and the
internals of iOS to show how attacks can bemitigated.
The book explains how the operating system works,
itsoverall security architecture, and the security risks
associatedwith it, as well as exploits, rootkits, and
other payloadsdeveloped for it. Covers iOS security
architecture, vulnerability hunting,exploit writing, and
how iOS jailbreaks work Explores iOS enterprise and
encryption, code signing and memoryprotection,
sandboxing, iPhone fuzzing, exploitation, ROP
payloads,and baseband attacks Also examines kernel
debugging and exploitation Companion website
includes source code and tools to facilitateyour efforts
iOS Hacker's Handbook arms you with the tools
needed toidentify, understand, and foil iOS attacks.

Hackers
Build resilient applied machine learning teams that
deliver better data products through adapting the
guiding principles of the Agile Manifesto. Bringing
together talented people to create a great applied
machine learning team is no small feat. With
developers and data scientists both contributing
expertise in their respective fields, communication
alone can be a challenge. Agile Machine Learning
teaches you how to deliver superior data products
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through agile processes and to learn, by example,
how to organize and manage a fast-paced team
challenged with solving novel data problems at scale,
in a production environment. The authors’ approach
models the ground-breaking engineering principles
described in the Agile Manifesto. The book provides
further context, and contrasts the original principles
with the requirements of systems that deliver a data
product. What You'll Learn Effectively run a data
engineering team that is metrics-focused, experimentfocused, and data-focused Make sound
implementation and model exploration decisions
based on the data and the metrics Know the
importance of data wallowing: analyzing data in real
time in a group setting Recognize the value of always
being able to measure your current state objectively
Understand data literacy, a key attribute of a reliable
data engineer, from definitions to expectations Who
This Book Is For Anyone who manages a machine
learning team, or is responsible for creating
production-ready inference components. Anyone
responsible for data project workflow of sampling
data; labeling, training, testing, improving, and
maintaining models; and system and data metrics will
also find this book useful. Readers should be familiar
with software engineering and understand the basics
of machine learning and working with data.

Digital Copyright
This 25th anniversary edition of Steven Levy's classic
book traces the exploits of the computer revolution's
original hackers -- those brilliant and eccentric nerds
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from the late 1950s through the early '80s who took
risks, bent the rules, and pushed the world in a radical
new direction. With updated material from noteworthy
hackers such as Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Richard
Stallman, and Steve Wozniak, Hackers is a fascinating
story that begins in early computer research labs and
leads to the first home computers. Levy profiles the
imaginative brainiacs who found clever and
unorthodox solutions to computer engineering
problems. They had a shared sense of values, known
as "the hacker ethic," that still thrives today. Hackers
captures a seminal period in recent history when
underground activities blazed a trail for today's digital
world, from MIT students finagling access to clunky
computer-card machines to the DIY culture that
spawned the Altair and the Apple II.

iOS Hacker's Handbook
Learn iPhone and iPad Programming via Tutorials! If
you're new to iOS or Swift, or to programming in
general, learning how to write an app can seem
incredibly overwhelming. That's why you need a book
that: Shows you how to write an app step-by-step.
Has tons of illustrations and screenshots to make
everything clear. Is written in a fun and easygoing
manner! In this book, you will learn how to make your
own iPhone and iPad apps, through four engaging,
epic-length tutorials. These hands-on tutorials
describe in full detail how to build a new app from
scratch. Five tutorials, five apps. Each new app will be
a little more advanced than the one before, and
together they cover everything you need to know to
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make your own apps. By the end of the series you'll
be experienced enough to turn your ideas into real
apps that you can sell on the App Store.

The Hardware Hacker
Cloud Services, Networking and Management
provides a comprehensive overview of the cloud
infrastructure and services, as well as their underlying
management mechanisms, including data center
virtualization and networking, cloud security and
reliability, big data analytics, scientific and
commercial applications. Special features of the book
include: State-of-the-art content Self-contained
chapters for readers with specific interests Includes
commercial applications on Cloud (video services and
games)

Ulysses
Now installed on more than 20 million Internet
domains around the world, PHP is an undisputed
leader in web programming languages. Database
connectivity, powerful extensions, and rich objectorientation are all reasons for its popularity, but
nearly everyone would agree that, above all, PHP is
one of the easiest languages to learn and use for
developing dynamic web applications. The ease of
development and simplicity of PHP, combined with a
large community and expansive repository of open
source PHP libraries, make it a favorite of web
designers and developers worldwide. PHP in a
Nutshell is a complete reference to the core of the
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language as well as the most popular PHP extensions.
This book doesn't try to compete with or replace the
widely available online documentation. Instead, it is
designed to provide depth and breadth that can't be
found elsewhere. PHP in a Nutshell provides the
maximum information density on PHP, without all the
fluff and extras that get in the way. The topic
grouping, tips, and examples in this book complement
the online guide and make this an essential reference
for every PHP programmer. This book focuses on the
functions commonly used by a majority of developers,
so you can look up the information you need quickly.
Topics include: Object-oriented PHP Networking String
manipulation Working with files Database interaction
XML Multimedia creation Mathematics Whether you're
just getting started or have years of experience in
PHP development, PHP in a Nutshell is a valuable
addition to your desk library.

Ten Strategies of a World-Class
Cybersecurity Operations Center
"Alan Chalmers's Jonathan Swift and the Burden of the
Future explores Swift's temporal apprehension in the
context of the pertinent seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury religious, scientific, and cultural debates. It
also compares Swift's imaginative understanding of
time with that of such other writers as Juvenal,
Rabelais, Milton, Pope, Gray, and Whitman."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

The Westing Game
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Written with the verve of such works as The Big Short,
The History of the Future, and The Spider Network,
here is the fascinating, true story of the rise of
Ethereum, the second-biggest digital asset in the
world, the growth of cryptocurrency, and the future of
the internet as we know it. Everyone has heard of
Bitcoin, but few know about the second largest
cryptocurrency, Ethereum, which has been heralded
as the "next internet." The story of Ethereum begins
with Vitalik Buterin, a supremely gifted nineteen-yearold autodidact who saw the promise of blockchain
when the technology was in its earliest stages. He
convinced a crack group of coders to join him in his
quest to make a super-charged, global computer. The
Infinite Machine introduces Vitalik’s ingenious idea
and unfolds Ethereum’s chaotic beginnings. It then
explores the brilliant innovation and reckless greed
the platform—an infinitely adaptable foundation for
experimentation and new applications—has
unleashed and the consequences that resulted as the
frenzy surrounding it grew: increased regulatory
scrutiny, incipient Wall Street interest, and the
founding team’s effort to get the Ethereum platform
to scale so it can eventually be accessible to the
masses. Financial journalist and cryptocurrency
expert Camila Russo details the wild and often
hapless adventures of a team of hippy-anarchists,
reluctantly led by an ambivalent visionary, and lays
out how this new foundation for the internet will spur
both transformation and fraud—turning some into
millionaires and others into felons—and revolutionize
our ideas about money.
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Jonathan Swift and the Burden of the
Future
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and
the Cocoa framework, this book provides a structured
explanation of all essential real-world iOS app
components. Through deep exploration and copious
code examples, you’ll learn how to create views,
manipulate view controllers, and add features from
iOS frameworks. Create, arrange, draw, layer, and
animate views that respondto touch Use view
controllers to manage multiple screens of interface
Master interface classes for scroll views, table views,
text,popovers, split views, web views, and controls
Dive into frameworks for sound, video, maps, and
sensors Access user libraries: music, photos, contacts,
and calendar Explore files, networking, and threads
Stay up-to-date on iOS 13 innovations, such as:
Symbol images Light and dark mode Sheet
presentation Diffable data sources and compositional
layout Context menus and previews Window scene
delegates and multiple windows on iPad Want to
brush up on the basics? Pick up iOS 13 Programming
Fundamentals with Swiftto learn about Swift, Xcode,
and Cocoa. Together with Programming iOS 13, you’ll
gaina solid, rigorous, and practical understanding of
iOS 13 development.

Penetration Testing
This book is appropriate for any standalone
Computers and Society or Computer Ethics course
offered by a computer science, business, or
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philosophy department, as well as special modules in
any advanced CS course. In an era where information
technology changes constantly, a thoughtful response
to these rapid changes requires a basic understanding
of IT history, an awareness of current issues, and a
familiarity with ethics. Ethics for the Information Age
is unique in its balanced coverage of ethical theories
used to analyze problems encountered by computer
professionals in today’s environment. By presenting
provocative issues such as social networking,
government surveillance, and intellectual property
from all points of view, this market-leading text
challenges students to think critically and draw their
own conclusions, which ultimately prepares them to
become responsible, ethical users of future
technologies. Teaching and Learning Experience This
program presents a better teaching and learning
experience–for you and your students. It will help:
Encourage Critical Thinking: A balanced, impartial
approach to ethical issues avoids biased arguments,
encouraging students to consider and analyze issues
for themselves. Keep Your Course Current and
Relevant: A thoughtful response to information
technology requires an awareness of current
information-technology-related issues. Support
Learning: Resources are available to expand on the
topics presented in the text.

Metaphysics as a Guide to Morals
See your app through a hacker's eyes to find the real
sources of vulnerability The Mobile Application
Hacker's Handbook is a comprehensive guide to
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securing all mobile applications by approaching the
issue from a hacker's point of view. Heavily practical,
this book provides expert guidance toward
discovering and exploiting flaws in mobile
applications on the iOS, Android, Blackberry, and
Windows Phone platforms. You will learn a proven
methodology for approaching mobile application
assessments, and the techniques used to prevent,
disrupt, and remediate the various types of attacks.
Coverage includes data storage, cryptography,
transport layers, data leakage, injection attacks,
runtime manipulation, security controls, and crossplatform apps, with vulnerabilities highlighted and
detailed information on the methods hackers use to
get around standard security. Mobile applications are
widely used in the consumer and enterprise markets
to process and/or store sensitive data. There is
currently little published on the topic of mobile
security, but with over a million apps in the Apple App
Store alone, the attack surface is significant. This
book helps you secure mobile apps by demonstrating
the ways in which hackers exploit weak points and
flaws to gain access to data. Understand the ways
data can be stored, and how cryptography is defeated
Set up an environment for identifying insecurities and
the data leakages that arise Develop extensions to
bypass security controls and perform injection attacks
Learn the different attacks that apply specifically to
cross-platform apps IT security breaches have made
big headlines, with millions of consumers vulnerable
as major corporations come under attack. Learning
the tricks of the hacker's trade allows security
professionals to lock the app up tight. For better
mobile security and less vulnerable data, The Mobile
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Application Hacker's Handbook is a practical,
comprehensive guide.

The Code Book
The corporate market is now embracing free, "open
source" software like never before, as evidenced by
the recent success of the technologies underlying
LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Each is the
result of a publicly collaborative process among
numerous developers who volunteer their time and
energy to create better software. The truth is,
however, that the overwhelming majority of free
software projects fail. To help you beat the odds,
O'Reilly has put together Producing Open Source
Software, a guide that recommends tried and true
steps to help free software developers work together
toward a common goal. Not just for developers who
are considering starting their own free software
project, this book will also help those who want to
participate in the process at any level. The book
tackles this very complex topic by distilling it down
into easily understandable parts. Starting with the
basics of project management, it details specific tools
used in free software projects, including version
control, IRC, bug tracking, and Wikis. Author Karl
Fogel, known for his work on CVS and Subversion,
offers practical advice on how to set up and use a
range of tools in combination with open mailing lists
and archives. He also provides several chapters on
the essentials of recruiting and motivating
developers, as well as how to gain much-needed
publicity for your project. While managing a team of
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enthusiastic developers -- most of whom you've never
even met -- can be challenging, it can also be fun.
Producing Open Source Software takes this into
account, too, as it speaks of the sheer pleasure to be
had from working with a motivated team of free
software developers.

New Digital Worlds
As iOS apps become increasingly complex and
business-critical, iOS developers must ensure
consistently superior code quality. This means
adopting best practices for creating and testing iOS
apps. Test-Driven Development (TDD) is one of the
most powerful of these best practices. Test-Driven iOS
Development is the first book 100% focused on
helping you successfully implement TDD and unit
testing in an iOS environment. Long-time iOS/Mac
developer Graham Lee helps you rapidly integrate
TDD into your existing processes using Apple’s Xcode
4 and the OCUnit unit testing framework. He guides
you through constructing an entire Objective-C iOS
app in a test-driven manner, from initial specification
to functional product. Lee also introduces powerful
patterns for applying TDD in iOS development, and
previews powerful automated testing capabilities that
will soon arrive on the iOS platform. Coverage
includes Understanding the purpose, benefits, and
costs of unit testing in iOS environments Mastering
the principles of TDD, and applying them in areas
from app design to refactoring Writing usable,
readable, and repeatable iOS unit tests Using OCUnit
to set up your Xcode project for TDD Using domain
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analysis to identify the classes and interactions your
app needs, and designing it accordingly Considering
third-party tools for iOS unit testing Building
networking code in a test-driven manner Automating
testing of view controller code that interacts with
users Designing to interfaces, not implementations
Testing concurrent code that typically runs in the
background Applying TDD to existing apps Preparing
for Behavior Driven Development (BDD) The only iOSspecific guide to TDD and unit testing, Test-Driven iOS
Development covers both essential concepts and
practical implementation.

It's Complicated
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
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to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.

Learn Objective-C on the Mac
Suelette Dreyfus and her co-author, WikiLeaks
founder Julian Assange, tell the extraordinary true
story of the computer underground, and the bizarre
lives and crimes of an elite ring of international
hackers who took on the establishment. Spanning
three continents and a decade of high level
infiltration, they created chaos amongst some of the
world's biggest and most powerful organisations,
including NASA and the US military. Brilliant and
obsessed, many of them found themselves addicted
to hacking and phreaking. Some descended into
drugs and madness, others ended up in jail. As
riveting as the finest detective novel and meticulously
researched, Underground follows the hackers through
their crimes, their betrayals, the hunt, raids and
investigations. It is a gripping tale of the digital
underground.

How the Other Half Lives - Scholar's
Choice Edition
With the rollback of net neutrality, platform
cooperativism becomes even more pressing: In one
volume, some of the most cogent thinkers and doers
on the subject of the cooptation of the Internet, and
how we can resist and reverse the process.
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